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FORCES 
  (2019) - 52’

Best dance performance - Prix de la critique Maeterlinck 2020

Forces is a futuristic and immersive ritual in which three female figures take us into a whirlwind of primary, telluric, 
and technological forces. Like cyborg, warrior, shamans, these women draw on the invisible to make of their bodies, 
the vector of a vital, collective, emancipatory metamorphosis.

As in Atomic 3001, Leslie Mannès, Thomas Turine and Vincent Lemaître continue to explore the triangular and fusional 
relationship between body, sound and light to provoke a total sensory experience for the viewer.
FORCES calls onto the irrational to celebrate the power of the living by staging, a constantly changing, permeable 
body, a body connected to the elements, chaos, joy and community trying to re-appropriate its inner power.

« The inner power is the power coming from under, from the dark, from the earth. The power that comes from our 
blood, our lifes and our passionate desire for the living. It is the power to feel, to heal, to love, to create, to give shape 
to our future, to change our social structures.»  
Starhawks: Dreaming the Dark: Magic, Sex and Politics, Cambourakis, 2015

MANNÈS | TURINE | LEMAÎTRE 

conception: Leslie Mannès, Thomas Turine, Vincent Lemaître - choreography : Leslie Mannès - live original music - Thomas Turine 
- light design: Vincent Lemaître - performance: Leslie Mannès, Mercedes Dassy, Daniel Barkan - artistic advisor: Joëlle Bacchetta - 
costume design: Marie Artamonoff - development and diffusion: BLOOM Project/Stéphanie Barboteau, Claire Alex

production: Asbl Hirschkuh - coproduction: Les Brigittines - CDC Le Gymnase Roubaix in the frame of the dispositif accueil studio 
with the support of : Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles - service de la danse, SACD Beaumarchais, SACD Belgique, La Balsamine, 
Cosipie, Charleroi-danses, Centre culturel René Magritte (Lessines - Be) - photo credit: Laetitia Bica / Espèces, Hichem Dahes

VIDEO FULL LENGTH
TRAILER

https://vimeo.com/382151487
https://vimeo.com/396047269




Leslie Mannès - choreographer and dancer, Thomas Turine - composer and musician and Vincent Lemaître - lighting 
designer, have all been active in the field of performing arts for several years. Their respective professional backgrounds 
have led them to work together on different occasions with the Cie Mossoux-Bonté or the Cie System Failure.
Togther they develop a common writing from the body, sound and light as the three foundations of a language to co-
invent. Together, they explore a territory of sound movements, luminous sounds and choreographic flashes. 

TEAM

LESLIE MANNÈS (1982 - Belgium) is a choreographer, dancer 
and actress. She lives and works in Brussels. She has been 
developing her personal work since 2005.
In 2016, she created ATOMIC 3001, solo / choreographic trio 
in co-creation with Thomas Turine and Vincent Lemaître. With 
the Entreprise d’Optimisation du Réel, she developed the 
OPTIMUM PARK project (2016). In 2012, she co-founded the 
Cie System Failure with the choreographer Louise Baduel. The 
company has created SYSTEM FAILURE (2013) and HUMAN 
DECISION (2015) and INITIAL ANOMALY (2019). She created 
the shows ... or the brunette who loved oil sardines (2010) 
and Delusive Figures (2006). She has been performing for 
Mossoux-Bonté since 2006. She works with choreographers 
Maxence Rey and Ayelen Parolin as well as filmmakers Patricia 
Gelise and Nic Deschuyteneer.

THOMAS TURINE (1979 - Belgium) is an artist, composer, 
musician, and musical producer. He directs Cosipie, his 
musical production structure. Since the 90s, He works in rock, 
pop and electro with, among others, The Virgin of Chancellor 
Rolin, Sitoid (created in 1995) and Major Deluxe (2001-2009). 
Since 2002 he has written more than 70 original music for 
dance, cinema and contemporary theater (with H. Mathon, R. 
Burger, P. Droulers, C. Schmitz, I. Soupart, Co. Anomaly, The 
Witotos, Cie Mossoux- Kindness, K. Verdonck, M. Wijckaert, 
Teatro da Vertigem, I. Von Wantoch Rekowski, etc.). Since 2007, 
he has begun an instrumental writing and creates his plays 
between theater and music: Assises (2007), 88 Constellations 
# 1 (2010), at Old Crow (2011), 88 Constellations # 3 (2013), 
Alice at Laborde (2018 ), Vertigo (in progress-2020-Senghor). 
He co-directs films with choreographer Natalia Sardi (Behind 
Her, The Apples, Vecinas) .

VINCENT LEMAÎTRE (1971 - Belgium) lighting designer 
living in Brussels. He is the technical director of Brigittines. He 
collaborates with the company System Failure: Initial Anomaly 
(2019), Human Decision (2015), System Failure (2013), with 
the director Valérie Lemaître: Mister Bates (2009), Le grand 
retour de Boris S (2011), Jusqu’à ce que la mort nous sépare 
(2013) as well as with choreographers Leslie Mannès: .... ou 
la brune qui adorait les sardines à l’huile (2010) and Ayelen 
Parolin: David (2011).

MERCEDES DASSY (1990 - Belgium) is a dancer and 
choreographer in the fields of dance, theater, performance and 
video.
In 2009, she joined the S.E.A.D. Salzburg Experimental Academy 
of Dance and participates in the Summer Program of the Tisch 
School of Art / Dance Department - New York University.
Back in Brussels since 2012, she works with Voetvolk / Lisbeth 
Gruwez (AH / HA), Compagnie3637 (Eldorado, humanimal), 
Matej Kejzar (raive), Cie PHOS / PHOR (Compatibility of the 
chameleon), Lucile Charnier (The Call Mutant), MUGWUMP 
(video clip), Oriane Varak (As a Mother of Fact), Leslie Mannès 
(FORCES) and others.
Since 2013, she began her personal work with PAUSE, TWYXX (in 
collaboration with Tom Adjibi) and her solo I-clit.

DANIEL BARKAN (1990 - Israel) is a dancer, artist and 
choreographer. Since 2013, she is based in Holland. She has 
worked with Jan Martens (Grip), Nicole Beutler (NB projects), 
Wubkje Kuindersma (korzo production), Joseph Simon 
(Dansateliers), Giulio D’Anna, Mats Logen and Karlijn (Akatak), 
Guillaume Versteeg (G3b). Daniel is currently working with 
Ayelen Parolin and has started to develop his personal work.
She founded the collectivePRIME in 2017 with Enrico Meijer.
Together, they created Point Of Change (2017), Second (2019)

MARIE ARTAMONOFF (1982 - Belgium) is a jewelry designer 
and costume designer. She lives and works in Charleroi. In 
collaboration with Sébastien Lacomblez, she co-signs a range of 
jewels under the name of ESPÈCES. It represents their vision of 
the mineral and animal kingdom. ESPÈCES are jewelry created 
around a fascination for the living and non-living world around 
us.
She has been working as a costume designer since 2017. She 
worked with the choreographers Ayelen Parolin and Cindy 
Vanacker and assisted the choreographer Leslie Mannès for La 
Cambre Mode’s Show 16 and Show 18.

JOËLLE BACCHETTA (1981 - Switzerland) is a visual artist and 
writer. She lives and works in Brussels.
Graduated in 2006 from the ÉCAL (Cantonal School of Art of 
Lausanne)
She works in the fields of audiovisual, contemporary dance, 
publishing and contemporary art. She leads an artistic practice 
built on writing, filmmaking, and photography.





PRESS

THREE POWERFUL WOMEN. ... Three graces, three valkyries for a long, incantatory development, from darkness to 
light, from clinical to carnal, from immobility to cavalcade, from synthetic to organic, from futuristic to archaic. The 
first part is striking ... It goes up gradually, it is revealed, stronger, faster, in an exponential extent of arms and hair. The 
joint forces are palpable and the dance provides a physical demonstration of female empowerment. 
(Estelle Spoto - Le Vif - 04.12.2019)

FORCES (Mannès, Turine, Lemaître) : a strange vertigo**** 
...The trio of dancers (Leslie Mannès, Mercedes Dassy and Daniel Barkan) carried by the rhythmic rages of Thomas 
Turine and the inventive lights of Vincent Lemaître will accelerate the cohesion of the group, sometimes gathered, 
sometimes dispersed in a sort of very controlled trance which alternate fusion of the group and its spatial dispersion.
These vigorous warriors take us into their world and get us drunk with their rhythm, going from agreement to disa-
greement in a fascinating whirlwind. It’s impossible to escape this warlike charm and this perfection of gesture and 
body. This work of a very united team was greeted on the evening of the premiere with bursts of joy as if this beautiful 
controlled animality on stage had invaded a public of fans! 
(Christian Jade - RTBF - 08.12.2019)

FORCES: A choreographic slap!
Leslie Mannès, Thomas Turine and Vincent Lemaître presents a hypnotic show with permanent tension. A great mo-
ment! … In the audience, for 60 minutes, not a sound, not a breath. We feel an incredible tension that unites the stage 
and the audience like a powerfull magnet. Tonight no doubt, we attended, and participated in a unique moment in-
habited by primary, telluric and technological forces that continue to pulse in our neurons and in our bodies several 
hours after this bewitching ritual. 
(Jean-Marie Wynants - Le Soir - 05.12.2019)



STAGE
Dimension: 10 x 10m
Minimal hight: 5m
Wooden dance floor with black dance carpet covering the whole space.
Black box german way + 2 small wings (1m) at the back.
One Tulle will be added on the background (brought by the Cie - 10m x 5m)
Weight bars (10m) to be provided
The musical sound desk and light desk must be placed on the center at the back of the audience.

LIGHT
- 24 dimmer channels 2kW
- 6 Martin Rush MH6 Wash or equal not motorized (RGBW+zoom)
- 2 Svoboda (L115+L252)
- 3 PC 2kW (R057+R#119)
- 2 sunstrips (L020)
- 3 Pars cp61 (L195)
- 3 Pars cp62 (L118+#R100)
- 8 Pars cp62/ floorstand (L711+L251)
- 3 Pars 36 (L132)
- 1 fog machine Look Unique

The company brings its own computer and controller.

SON
The electro-acoustic soundtrack is played live, with computer and synthesizers. All the sounds are spatialized on 6 
points plus 2 sub bass.
We bring, an Apple MacbookPro, Live Ableton, MOTU 828MK2 Soundcard, Behringer BCR2000 MIDI controler, a 
Vermona Perfourmer and a Dave Smith Prophet Rev2.
8 outputs from the MOTU, are going, by Optical ADAT or Analog, to the mixer.

MIXER  
- Digital Mixer: minimum 8 inputs, 8 busses et 8 outputs, with equalizer and dynamic processors for each channel. 
Delays on channel or outputs. Yamaha 01V96, LS9-16 + MY8-AT, Midas M32, etc.

SPEAKERS 
This list is calibrated for a small venue. It has to be adapted, in power or number (surround) for bigger stage.
- 1-2 Stereo Far : Meyer UPA or eq. on stands (2 meters)
- 3-4 Stereo Near: L-Acoustics 8XT or eq. on stands (2 meters). Focused to the center.
- 5-6 Stereo Surround - L-Acoustics 8XT or eq. 
- 7-8 Stereo SUB basse - under the 5-6 

PLANNING
Day before
14h - 18h: set-up light/ sound
18h - 19h: pause/ warm-up
19h - 22h: rehearsal

Day of the show
9h - 13h:  light focus and sound check
13h - 14h: pause
14h - 18h: light cue and rehearsal 
18h - 19h: pause
19h - 20h: stage clean-up
20h: show (50’)

TOURING 
6 people on tour: Leslie Mannès (choreographer/dancer) - Thomas Turine (musician/ composer) - Vincent Lemaître 
(light designer) - Mercedes Dassy (dancer) - Daniel Barkan (dancer) - Stéphanie Barboteau or Claire Alex (produc-
tion diffusion manager)

TECHNICAL RIDER





 A monochrome red  figure in the center of the space. All projectors are directed towards this figure. The light reveals her, 
draws her, burns her. The sound  fills her body and the space. It sets her in motion repetitively and martially. This sound 
implacably brings her to exhaustion, trance and incandescence.

Body, sound and light are one. One same energy, precise, machinic and martial unceasingly metamorphosing.
Starting from tribal dancing and its contemporary analog “Techno”, Atomic 3001 is a quest towards a primitive survival 
drive.

This is radically different, a refreshing and genuine step outside the typical, an adventure or experiment in dance and 
a collaborative effort amongst creatives who are attempting to move beyond the normal or everyday constraints. Leslie 
Mannès as the performer dressed in red from head to toe crashes the stage on a tsunami of collated sound and light and 
movement. Light, sound and kinetic energy  have been beautifully sculpted and configured into a confrontation. (Garry 
Platt - Edinburgh’s guide - 22/08/2018)

Leslie Mannès is in the solo «Atomic 3001» the woman in red. The light of Vincent Lemaître transforms her body into 
sculpture. The rhythmic and scathing music of Thomas Turine makes her appear as a warrior in a trance. The hands of 
Leslie Mannès slice the air. We think of «Kill Bill»’s Uma Thurman.(TANZ - Zeitschrift für Ballett, tanz und performance - 
november 2017)

ATOMIC 3001MANNÈS | TURINE | LEMAÎTRE 

(2016) - 42’

conception: Leslie Mannès, Thomas Turine, Vincent Lemaître - choreography and performance : Leslie Mannès - original live music 
: Thomas Turine - light design: Vincent Lemaître - artistic advice : Joëlle Bacchetta - diffusion : Bloom Project / Stéphanie Barboteau 
- coproduction: Les Brigittines - production : Asbl Hirschkuh in collaboration with  Cosipie asbl - with the support of WBI, WBTD, La 
Balsamine, VAT accompanied by le Grand Studio - photographic credit  : Hichem Dahes



 TOUR

2021
22.11.2021 : FORCES - NEXT Festival - CC René Magritte (Lessines) tbc
18, 19.06.2021: FORCES - TANZ IST (Dornbirn)
29.04.2021: FORCES - MARS - Festival Guerrière (Mons) 
18, 19.02.2021: FORCES - Trafo house (Budapest)

2020
03, 04.12.2020:  FORCES - La Balsamine (Bruxelles) - to be postponed
18.09.2020: FORCES - Théâtre National (Bruxelles)  - to be postponed
25.03.2020: FORCES - Festival Le Grand Bain - CDC Le Gymnase (Roubaix) - cancelled
25.01.2020: ATOMIC 3001 - Danse à tous les étages MacORLAN - (Brest) *

2019
03 > 07.12.2019: FORCES - CREATION - Les Brigittines (Brussels)
17.10.2019: FORCES - work-in-progress Objectif Danse 09
30.05.2019: FORCES - sortie de résidence CDC Le Gymnase (Roubaix)
7.05.2019: ATOMIC 3001 - Festival Danse de tous les sens - (Falaise)*
6.04.2019: ATOMIC 3001 - Festival Essonne Danse - (La Norville)
27.03.2019: ATOMIC 3001 - Festival Le Grand Bain - CDC Le Gymnase (Roubaix)*
22.03.2019: ATOMIC 3001 - CCN Tours *
28.09.2019: ATOMIC 3001 - Carreau du temple - Festival Avis de Turbulence - Etoile du Nord (Paris) *

2018
21 > 26.08.2018: ATOMIC 3001 - Dancebase Festival Fringe (Edinburg)
21-22.06.2018: ATOMIC 3001 - Sala Hiroshima (Barcelona)
06.06.2018: ATOMIC 3001 - Carlow arts Festival (Carlow)
03-04.04.2018: ATOMIC 3001  - Centre Wallonie Bruxelles - Festival Les Incandescences journées Danse Dense (Paris) *
24.03.2018: ATOMIC 3001  CC Jacques Franck (Bruxelles)

2017
07.12.2017: ATOMIC 3001 - Petites Scènes Ouvertes - Carreau du Temple (Paris) 
04.11.2017: ATOMIC 3001  - RADIKAL Dance from Brussels Radialsystem (Berlin)
05.10.2017: ATOMIC 3001 - Objectif Danse 08 - Les Brigittines (Bruxelles)
20.04.2017: ATOMIC 3001 - Festival B-SWAP - Beursschouwburg (Bruxelles)

2016
16-17.09.2016: ATOMIC 3001 - La Balsamine (Bruxelles)
04.09.2016: ATOMIC 3001 - Festival Indiscipline - Palais de Tokyo (Paris)
06.07.2016: ATOMIC 3001  - Tanzfaktur (Köln)
24-26.03.16: ATOMIC 3001  - CREATION - Festival In Movement - Les Brigittines (Bruxelles)
* co-réalisé avec le réseau des Petites scènes ouvertes



CONTACTS
DEVELOPMENT / DIFFUSION
Bloom Project 
Stéphanie Barboteau 
+32488596719 
Claire Alex
+32499627600
diffusion@bloomproject.be 
www.bloomproject

ARTISTIC
Leslie Mannès 
+32479276638 
lesliemannes@gmail.com 
www.lesliemannes.com

Thomas Turine
+475495784
thomasturine@yahoo.fr

TECHNIC
Vincent Lemaître 
+32497709286 
vinz.lemaitre@gmail.com

http://www.bloomproject 
http://www.lesliemannes.com 

